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Data Sheet

HHP IV Upgrades
UG HHP III.1N -> HHP IV  

(Code 1409.01)
UG HHP III.1 -> HHP IV  

(Code 1409.02)
UG HHP I/II/II.1/III -> HHP IV

(Code 1409.03)

OVERVIEW
HHP IV “MotoMount” is the motorized 

handset positioner developed by HEAD 
acoustics. Three different upgrades are 
available for HHP IV. One upgrade 
path is for former HHP models such 
as HHP I, HHP II, HHP II.1 and HHP III. 
For HHP III.1 two different upgrades are 
defined depending on the serial number 
of the system. 

This data sheet gives an overview of 
the differences between the available 
upgrades.

DESCRIPTION

•	UG HHP III.1N -> HHP IV 
 (Code 1409.01)
 This upgrade only applies to systems as 

of HHP III.1 serial number 14030043. It 
includes all items of HHP IV “MotoMount” 
(Code 1406) except CDM-R (Code 
1407), the regular Clamping Device 
“MotoMount” and the neck bolts of the 
HMS II.3. The clamping device of these 
HHP III.1 is already compatible with 
HHP IV.

•	UG HHP III.1 -> HHP IV  
 (Code 1409.02)
 This upgrade only applies to systems up 

to HHP III.1 serial number 14030042. It 
includes all items of the above mentioned 
upgrade Code 1409.01 plus the upper 
part of T plate of “MotoMount” clamping 
device (Code 1638.31). This small metal 
piece is the only difference between 
clamping devices CDV-R and CDM-R 
and is vital for the use of clamping device 
“MotoMount”. 

•	UG HHP I/II/II.1/III -> HHP IV
 (Code 1409.03)
 Owners of HHP I, HHP II, II.1 or HHP III 

can enhance their handset positioner to 

HHP IV “MotoMount” with this upgrade. 
It includes all items of HHP IV (Code 
1406) except the neck bolts of the HMS 
II.3.

OPTIONS

•	CDM-R (Code 1407), regular 
Clamping Device “MotoMount” (com-
plete) 

•	CDM-W (Code 1408), wide Clamp-
ing Device “MotoMount” (complete)

HHP IV: Handset Positioner for HMS II.3, “MotoMount” version

Note: Further information on HHP IV and 
its various spare parts can be found in the 
corresponding data sheets.

Code 1409.01 Code 1409.02 Code 1409.03

Hexapod mechanics of HHP IV, 
incl. Remote Controller   

HHC-HHP IV (Code 1634.2), 
Carrying Case for HHP IV 
“MotoMount”

  

UT-CDM (Code 1638.31), Upper 
part of T plate of “MotoMount” 
Clamping Device 
(upgraded part CDV -> CDM)

  

CDM-R (Code 1407), regular 
Clamping Device “MotoMount” 
(complete)

  

CDM-W (Code 1408), wide 
Clamping Device “MotoMount” 
(complete)

  

Neck Bolts of HMS II.3   

 = included

 = not included

 = optional

Overview of main differences between the three HHP IV upgrades
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CLAMPING DEVICES CDM AND CDV

The above picture shows the upper part of the T plate of “MotoMount” clamping 
device (UT-CDM, Code 1638.31). It depicts the difference between Clamping Device 
“MotoMount” (CDM) and Clamping Device “VariMount” (CDV). The two red marked 
holes are only present in CDM, not in CDV.
Beside these two marked holes the upper part of the T plate has two additional bores 
on each side (marked with white arrows). These bores cannot be used with HHP IV, but 
with former HHP models.

represented by

Upgrade paths for older HHP versions to HHP IV


